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Axess Offers First In The World Dual-Frequency Lift Access At
Boyne Resorts. Skiers to Experience New Level of Convenience
and Connection with Long-Range and Dual-Frequency RFID
Technology.
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team who fully adopted our guest-centric approach and we share great pride
in what we have achieved. Whether it’s
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a season pass from our resorts, an Ikon
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hands-free lift access powered by the
world’s first dual-frequency gates can be
experienced this next season at our Big
Sky and Loon Mountain resorts.”
“We are proud of being chosen by Boyne
Resorts to be partner in the development
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ver Suter once again. “With this new product, we and Boyne Resorts are a step
ahead of other companies and resorts
and skiers can enjoy so much more benefit out of it. Even more is possible. With
UHF technology, resort management is
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